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Abstract. The right-handed sneutrino is a viable WIMP dark matter candidate within the context 
of the Next-to-MSSM. This is possible through the inclusion of a new singlet superfield with direct 
coupling to the singlet Higgs. I will review here the main details of this construction, together with 
the properties of the right-handed sneutrino, including its annihilation channels and direct detection 
prospects. Sneutrinos within a mass-range of 5-200 GeV can reproduce the correct dark matter relic 
abundance while not being excluded by current direct searches, and for natural values of the input 
parameters. Some interesting features regarding collider phenomenology are also pointed out. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A generic weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) is one of the most attractive can-
didates for cold dark matter in our Universe, since it would be thermally produced in 
sufficient amount to account for the observed dark matter density today. Interestingly, 
WIMPs appear in many well motivated extensions of the standard model providing new 
physics at the TeV scale, such as supersymmetry (SUSY), in which the lightest super-
symmetric particle (LSP) is stable if R-parity is assumed. The minimal supersymmetric 
extension of the standard model (MSSM) contains two possible candidates for WIMP 
dark matter, the neutralino [1] and the (left-handed) sneutrino [2]. The neutralino is a 
popular and widely studied candidate. On the contrary, the sneutrino in the MSSM was 
soon realised to be problematic. Being a left-handed field, it has a sizable coupling to 
the Z boson and either annihilates too rapidly (resulting in a very small relic abundance) 
or gives rise to a too large scattering cross-section off nuclei (being already excluded by 
direct searches of dark matter) [3]. 
Several attempts have been made to solve this conundrum through the reduction of 
the sneutrino coupling with the Z boson. This can be achieved by introducing a mixture 
of left- and right-handed sneutrino states [4, 5, 6], however a significant mixture is only 
possible if some particular supersymmetry breaking with a large trilinear term [4] is 
adopted. This is unnatural in the standard supergravity mediated supersymmetry break-
ing, where trilinear terms are proportional to the small neutrino Yukawa couplings. An-
other reahzation of large mixing consists in abandoning the canonical see-saw formula 
for neutrino masses [6] . Another possibility is to consider a pure right-handed sneu-
trino [7, 8, 9, 10]. These cannot be thermal relics, since their coupling to ordinary matter 
is extremely reduced by the neutrino Yukawa coupling [7, 8,9], unless they are somehow 
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coupled to the observable sector, for example via an extension of the gauge [10, 11] or 
Higgs [14, 15, 16, 17, 19] sectors. As a final possibility, non-LSP right-handed sneutrino 
dark matter was also proposed [18]. 
Extending the MSSM Higgs sector is particularly appealing in order to address the 
so-called "jU problem" [12]. The superpotential in the MSSM contains a bilinear term, 
J1H1H2, which has to be of order of the electroweak scale for successful radiative elec-
troweak symmetry breaking (REWSB). Indeed, the next-to-minimal supersymmetric 
standard model (NMSSM) offers a simple solution by introducing a singlet superfield S 
and promoting the bilinear term to a trilinear coupling XSH1H2. After REWSB, S de-
velops a vacuum expectation value (VEV) and provides an effective term, ji = X{S). 
The NMSSM has an attractive phenomenology, featuring light Higgses and interesting 
consequences for neutralino DM [13]. 
Motivated by the above arguments we study an extension of the MSSM where singlet 
scalar superfields are included. A singlet S in order to solve the ji problem as in 
the NMSSM and right-handed neutrinos A^  to obtain non-vanishing neutrino Majorana 
masses with a low scale see-saw mechanism. The presence of right-handed sneutrinos, 
A^ , with a weak scale mass provides a new DM candidate within the WIMP category. 
The model [16, 19] is specified by the following superpotential 
W = W^MSSM + ^NSNN + yNL-H2N, 
WNMSSM = YuH2Qu + YdHiQd + YeHiLe-XSHiH2 + -KS\ 
which is an extension of that of the NMSSM with a new trilinear coupling among the 
singlet superfields S and A^  and the corresponding Yukawa terms to provide neutrino 
masses. As in the NMSSM, a global Z3 symmetry is imposed for each superfield, so that 
there are no supersymmetric mass terms in the superpotential. The terms A^A^A^  and SSN 
are gauge invariant but violate R-parity and thus are not included. 
After REWSB takes place the Higgs fields take non-vanishing VEVs, (vi,2,Vj) = 
((^1,2) -.{S)), and a Majorana mass term is generated, M^ = 2XNVS. Light masses for left-
handed neutrinos are then obtained via a see-saw mechanism, OTV^ = yliv\/MN. Notice 
that this necessary implies small Yukawa couplings, JN ^ ^(10^^). 
Our model contains three new inputs with respect to the NMSSM parameter space, 
namely the coupling AAT, the associated soft trilinear term, Ax,^, and the soft right-handed 
sneutrino mass, m^. A crucial feature of this scenario is the existence of direct couplings 
of the right-handed sneutrino to Higgses and neutralinos. These emerge through the term 
XNSNN in the superpotential, since the singlet and singlino components of S mix with 
the CP-even Higgs bosons and neutralinos, respectively. The strength of the interaction 
is therefore dependent on the value of XN and Ax^. The coupling between the lightest 
right-handed sneutrino, A/i and a Higgs boson, Hf, determines most of the sneutrino 
phenomenological properties, and reads 
-H^NiNi 
2AAj\fMw 
V2g 
sinpSljo+cosliSl: 4?iN +2K?IN]V,+ ^N^Xf^ 
V2 
where S^ g (j = 1,2,3) are the elements of the Higgs diagonalisation matrix. 
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THERMAL PRODUCTION 
The sneutrino coupling to the NMSSM Higgs sector provides tree-level interactions 
with ordinary matter. For adequate values of XN (and Ax,^) these couplings would be 
of electroweak scale, thereby making the right-handed sneutrino a potential WIMP 
candidate. The possible annihilation products for right-handed sneutrinos are 
(i) W+ W^, ZZ, and / / via i-channel Higgs exchange; 
(ii) HfH^, via i-channel Higgs exchange, t- and M-channel sneutrino exchange, and a 
scalar quartic coupling; 
(iii) A^A^, and H^ HJ, via i-channel Higgs exchange, and a scalar quartic coupling; 
(iv) ZA^^ and W^H^ via i-channel Higgs exchange; 
(v) A pair of right-handed neutrinos, A^ A^ , via i-channel Higgs exchange and via t- and 
M-channel neutralinos exchange. 
The processes suppressed by the small neutrino Yukawa coupling (such as i-channel 
sneutrino annihilation mediated by the Z boson) are negligible. 
The sneutrino relic abundance is calculated solving numerically the Boltzmann equa-
tions using the same procedure detailed in Ref. [20] for the case of the neutralino. 
The analysis of the low-energy NMSSM phenomenology has been performed with the 
NMHDECAY 2.0 code [21], based on which we have built a set of routines which numer-
ically calculate the sneutrino spectrum and relic density. In our computation we do not 
include co-annihilation effects. The resulting relic density is compared with the recent 
measurement by the WMAP satellite, 0.1037 < Q.h^ < 0.1161. [22]. 
As we explained above, the main feature of this construction is the direct coupling 
of the sneutrino to the Higgs fields. Hence, the sneutrino annihilation cross section 
is extremely sensitive to the structure of the Higgs sector. Although this introduces 
a strong dependence of our results on the NMSSM parameter space, there are some 
general features which are easy to identify and understand. 
• The coupling XN determines the overall scale of the annihilation cross section. A 
larger AAT implies more effective sneutrino annihilation, and in turn a smaller rehc 
abundance, and viceversa. Regarding the supersymmetric spectrum, notice that XN 
only affects the right-handed neutrino and sneutrino masses and does not alter the 
rest of the NMSSM spectrum. Thus, having chosen a set of viable NMSSM input 
parameters, the value of XN (as well as m^ and Ax,^) can be freely varied in order 
to reproduce the correct sneutrino relic abundance. 
• Annihilation into HfH^ and A^^A^^ are among the most effective channels. This is 
also the case in other models for thermal right-handed sneutrino [17]. However, 
in our case, the flexibility and interesting properties of the Higgs sector of the 
NMSSM make this possibility much more versatile. Whether these channels are 
kinematically allowed or not depends on the Higgs masses. Within the framework 
of the NMSSM, very hght CP-even and CP-odd Higgses are possible (as long as 
they have a significant singlet component), making these channels available for 
a wide range of sneutrino masses, in particular, very light sneutrinos can thus 
reproduce the correct relic abundance (see, e.g., the right hand-side of Fig. 1). 
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FIGURE 1. Theoretical predictions for the sneutrino relic density as a function of the sneutrino mass 
for a scan in the parameters corresponding, from left to right, to cases A) and Bl) in Table 1 of Ref [19]. 
Vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the resonances in the ^-channels when 2mf/ a; m^o, whereas 
vertical dotted Unes indicate when the different annihilation channels become kinematicaUy accessible. 
The vertical soUd line indicates the point at which the neutralino becomes the LSP. 
• Another relevant contribution to the total annihilation cross section is due to the 
annihilation into a pair of right-handed neutrinos. 
• Finally, for all the possible annihilation products there is always a contribution 
coming from i-channel CP-even Higgs exchange. This implies that all of them are 
subj ect to a resonant effect when 2OT J^ « m^p, for / = 1,2,3. Given the possibility 
of light scalar Higgses in the NMSSM, this resonant annihilation can be present 
even for hght sneutrinos. 
In order to illustrate these properties. Fig. 1 shows the sneutrino relic abundance as a 
function of the sneutrino mass for two representative examples in the NMSSM parameter 
space (corresponding, from left to right, to cases A) and B1) in Table 1 of Ref. [19]). We 
set Ax^ = 250 GeV and vary AAT and m r^ in the ranges [0.05,0.1] and [0,200] GeV, 
respectively, excluding points in which A^ i is not the LSP or is tachyonic. The large 
suppression on the Higgs resonances is clearly evidenced. The relic abundance increases 
as XN decreases due to the reduction in C^o^ ^ . Remarkably, the correct rehc density 
can be obtained with natural values of XN and without the need of resonant effects. For 
example, in case A) when annihilation into scalar Higgses is possible (m^^  > m^o), one 
needs XN '~ 0.06. Notice also that in case Bl), very l i g h t s are viable when annihilation 
into light pseudoscalar Higgses is allowed. Other possibilities can be found in Ref. [19]), 
showing that the correct relic density can be obtained for sneutrinos within a mass range 
of 5-200 GeV. The right-handed sneutrino in this construction is therefore a WIMP 
rriN, (GeV) 
FIGURE 2. Theoretical predictions for the spin-independent component of the sneutrino-nucleon elas-
tic scattering cross section as a function of the sneutrino mass for a scan in the NMSSM parameter space. 
DIRECT DETECTION 
The direct detection of sneutrinos could take place through their elastic scattering with 
nuclei inside a dark matter detector. In our case, there is only one diagram contributing 
(at tree level) to this process, namely, the ^-channel exchange of neutral Higgses (the 
exchange of a Z boson is largely suppressed by the neutrino Yukawa squared). The 
effective Lagrangian describing the four-field interaction only contains a scalar coupling 
which reads 
eff D L —~? NNqiQi 
7=1 mjjo 
aq^NNqiqi 
where Yq. is the corresponding quark Yukawa coupling and / labels up-type quarks 
(/ = 1) and down-type quarks (/ = 2). Notice that the effective Lagrangian contains no 
axial-vector coupling since the sneutrino is a scalar field, therefore implying a vanishing 
contribution to the spin-dependent cross section. The total spin-independent sneutrino-
proton scattering cross section yields 
1 ml 
7t{mp-
-mfi^, 
V fP ^ i—fP V . ^ 
\qi=u,d,s ' % ^' qi=c,b,t'''-1i ^ 
The quantities / | and fj^ are the hadronic matrix elements which parametrize the 
quark content of the proton. 
It is obvious from the previous formulae that the sneutrino detection cross section 
is extremely dependent on the features of the Higgs sector of the model. In particular. 
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<T?^  becomes larger when the sneutrino-sneutrino-Higgs coupling increases (which 
can be achieved by enhancing XN or with large values for \Ax,^\). Moreover larger values 
of cj^ ^ can be obtained in those regions of the parameter space where the mass of the 
lightest Higgs becomes smaller. 
The theoretical predictions for E, <T?^  are represented as a function of the sneutrino 
mass in Fig. 2 for a wide scan in the NMSSM parameter space as described in Ref. [19]. 
The sneutrino fractional density B,, is defined to be <^  = min [1 ,Q^J / JV0 .1037] in order 
to have a rescaling of the signal for subdominant DM in the halo [23]. As we can 
observe, the right-handed sneutrino in our model is not yet excluded by direct searches 
for dark matter. Interestingly, the predicted <?<7?^ _ lies within the reach of projected 
DM experiments, for some regions in the parameter space. Of particular interest is the 
region with very light sneutrinos, for which the predictions differ from those obtained 
by neutralinos in the NMSSM [24]. 
COLLIDER PHENOMENOLOGY 
As with other WIMP models, right-handed sneutrinos can be pair-produced in a collider 
and subsequently escape undetected, leaving events with missing transverse momentum. 
Thus, the relevant question is whether or not the identity of the missing particle (e.g., 
sneutrino or neutralino) can be determined. In this sense, the study of certain kinematic 
variables can give us crucial information about the mass and spin of the LSP [25]. 
Another attractive possibility is the production of right-handed neutrinos in the decay 
of either a Higgs boson or a neutralino (which can be the NLSP and decay into a 
sneutrino LSP and a right-handed neutrino). The right-handed neutrino would be long-
lived and decay, through the tiny mixing with the left-handed component, into a W boson 
and a charged lepton, giving rise to a displaced vertex which could be observed. 
As we have already stressed, sneutrino dark mater is very sensitive to the properties 
of the Higgs sector. A Higgs boson with significant singlet component can decay into 
a pair of LSP right-handed sneutrinos and a pair of right-handed neutrinos (missing 
momentums and long-lived particles). This is also a possible unique signal. There is 
a related consequence, namely the invisible decay of the Higgs boson, since the right-
handed sneutrino interacts with the CP-even Higgs through the coupling C^o^^^j. This 
is a common feature of dark matter particles which predominantly annihilate through 
i-channel Higgs exchange and can be detected through ^-channel Higgs exchange. 
In addition, through collider studies, it is possible to discriminate our model from 
other models with thermal right-handed sneutrino dark matter. In particular, there exists 
a family of models in which thermal right-handed neutralino dark matter is viable thanks 
to the inclusion of a new gauge interaction through a f/(l)' [10] or U{1)B-L [ H ] -
These scenarios present a Z' gauge boson which is not present in our construction. The 
detection or not of this Z' would discriminate among these models. Our model differs 
from other extensions of the Higgs sector [15, 17] in that the singlet Higgs in the latter 
models is quite heavy and the exchanging Higgses are MSSM-like. As a result, the 
correct rehc abundance can only be reahzed with the help of the resonant annihilation. 
Hence, a strong correlation between the sneutrino mass and the Higgs mass is present. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The right-handed sneutrino is a viable thermal WIMP dark matter candidate in an ex-
tension of the NMSSM where a new superfield, A^ , is included to account for the small-
ness of neutrino masses. A direct coupling between A^  and the singlet Higgs provides a 
sufficiently large annihilation cross section sneutrino and a scattering cross-section off 
nuclei which is not excluded by current direct dark matter searches. Sneutrinos within a 
mass-range of 5-200 GeV can reproduce the correct dark matter relic abundance and the 
prospects for their direct detection can be within the range of future detectors. 
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